
  
Abstract— Now a days with the growing aircraft accidents due to 

fire , crash landings , engine failures , there is a tremendous loss of  
lives and property during evacuation .  To overcome this problem , 
whenever a crash landing or engine failure occurs the aircraft is 
directed to a special runway which is solely designed for handling 
such disasters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
UE to the increase in air traffic  , increase in airlines in 
the world and due to system malfunction aircraft 

accidents became quiet common[1] . Since we cannot foresee 
the accident we can at least be ready to fight with such 
disasters.  

 
Fig. 1 Courtesy : British Airways , Google images 

 
Fig. 2 Courtesy : FAA , Google images 
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II. OUR PROPOSAL 
As soon as the information is received regarding the system 

malfunction or structural collapses , engine failures , the 
aircraft is directed to a runway in the airport. 

 Fig. 3 Courtesy : Google images 
 
which is specifically designed for this sort of aircrafts . On 

the either sides of the runway the pipe with water , foam , sand 
, is placed [5].  

III. PIPE 
The basic component of  our proposal is the PIPE which 

runs all along the runway[4] . To serve this purpose a pipe 
either made of  PVC (POLY VINYL CHLORIDE ) can be 
used. This PVC pipe has a capacity of discharging water at 
great velocity and accurately at the spot  , pipe has to 
discharge water which is stored at a well or storage tank close 
by.  

Properties---  
1.)  Pipe diameter  : 600mm to 900mm (preferably ) 
2.) Pipe must be Anti corrosion type.  
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Fig. 4 Courtesy: Google images 

 
Pipe dimensions can be chosen accordingly. 
 

IV. HOSE 
Hose  is fitted to the pipe and water is gushed out at a 

greater speed . Hose may be of suitable diameter like PVC 
pipes. 

Hose is  controlled by a controlling unit which is located at the 
airport , the hose angle can be changed and pressure variations can be 
made depending upon the requirement. 

 
Fig. 5 Courtesy: Google images 

V. MOTOR 
A high powered hydraulic motor[3] is used for this purpose 

which is capable of drawing water which is below the ground 
surface . If the storage reservoir is a over head tank  then a low 
powered motor can also be used  since gravity plays a key role. 

 
Fig. 6 Courtesy: Google images 

VI. FOAM 
Foam is filled in the tanks which are situated at prescribed 

constant distance[2] . Foam is guided into the PVC pipes , the 
foam which we are using here is a carbon dioxide concentrated 
which  is fire resistant and normally used for fire fighting [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Courtesy: Google images 

 

VII. SAND 
A huge heaves of sand are placed along the sides of the 

runway which can be used to pour on the aircraft for fire 
fighting. 
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Fig. 8 Courtesy: Google images 

 

VIII.   METHODOLOGY 
An aircraft which is in emergency and has high probability 

of catching fire is guided to the runway which is setup away 
from the rest of the working runways. As soon as the aircraft 
touch downs on the runway ,the hoses are opened and the foam 
, sand is sprayed on to the aircraft . For example , if runway is 
of 2000mts then preferably the pipes , hoses are to be placed 
on either side for at least 1000mts or so. Manual checking , 
working  can be periodically done for 6months . since we are 
using PVC pipes there is least chance of corrosion. The setup 
cost is also less.  

IX. CONCLUSION 
Since the time taken for the fire engines to arrive at the 

scene may take a good 2 minutes , which is enough for the fire 
to do the damage, we are placing these pipes along the runway 
( special runway ) so that immediately after aircraft touches 
down, the hoses open and stop the fire until it is stopped. 

 This is a basic proposal right now where further research 
effort has to be put to make this proposal into a real one for the 
benefit of humankind and making air travel much safer.  
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